Topic

Maths

This term we will be learning
about life during the ancient
civilisation of the Egyptians.
We will begin by placing the
Ancient Egyptians on a timeline
of other key historical events
that the children have learned
about to date, and we will
consider how we know about the
past and what it is impossible to
find out about.

We will begin by focusing on
number. We will be learning
written methods for
multiplication and division. To
further develop our calculation
skills, we will be applying our
skills to a range of reasoning
and problem-solving tasks.
Later in the term we will be
learning about shape.

During the topic we will learn
about the importance of the
River Nile, pyramids, Pharaohs
(including Tutankhamun and
Cleopatra), mummification,
hieroglyphics and gods and
goddesses.

PE
We will be creating an ancient
Egyptian inspired dance as well
as developing our fundamental
skills through Real PE.

Art and DT
In art we will be learning the
skill of Batik. The children will
create designs based on the
ancient Egyptians before
learning about wax resistance
and dying techniques.

Throughout the term we will be
practicing our mental
multiplication skills through
fast maths. The focus will be
placed on the 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and
10 times tables.

Spring Term 1
Class 3
WALK LIKE AN
EGPYTIAN

Class Books:
The Egyptian Cinderella
The Story of Tutankhamun
Flat Stanley – The Great
Egyptian Grave Robbery

Keep logging on to Times Table
Rock Stars and Mathletics!

Music
In Music, we will be exploring
the world of opera, using the
magical story of the Magic
Flute as a focus.

English

Science

This tern we will be reading
several Egyptian themed stories
including The Egyptian
Cinderella as well as Flat
Stanley and The Great Egyptian
Grave Robbery.

Our science topic will be
‘Animals including Humans’.
We will learn the names of
important bones (common names
and some scientific names), the
purpose of the skeleton and how
muscles work.

Our writing will
begin with
traditional tales
with a twist. We
will our own
versions of The
Egyptian Cinderella. Later in the
term we will write diary entries
based on Howard Carter’s
discovery of Tutankhamun and
information texts about the
Ancient Egyptians using our
knowledge learned over the
term.
Through our grammar lessons,
we will further develop our
knowledge of inverted commas
and we will develop our
knowledge of text structure
through paragraphing and subheadings.

Computing

PSHE

In computing the children will
begin work on programming
through coding. We will be
creating a Pacman game using
the programme Scratch (this
is downloadable at home too!)

PSHE will focus on getting on
and falling out through the
study of the big question ‘Why
do I sometimes feel angry?’ We
will also look at differences and
diversity through the question
‘Should boys cry?’

The children will learn that
humans cannot make their own
food so get nutrition from what
they eat and they will develop
their knowledge of a balanced
diet, including learning about
the five food groups.

RE
RE will focus on the big question
Why is the Bible so important
for Christians today? The
children will learn about the
Bible and its role in Christianity.

French
In French, we will build our
confidence with greetings and
personal description, moving on
to the topic of animals.

